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A graph G is n-irreducible if it cannot be imbedded in an orientable
2-manifold M of genus (tt — 1), but, for any arc a in G, the graph
Ga, obtained by removing a from G, can be imbedded in M.
A classical result of Kuratowski states that there are essentially
only two 1-irreducible graphs. These are K$, the complete 5-graph
(five vertices and all possible connecting arcs), and if3,3, a hexagon
with its "long" diagonals.
Practically nothing is known about w-irreducible graphs for n>\.
For example, it is not even known whether the collection of 2-irreducible graphs is finite. (See [2, p. 63].)
Under the circumstances it is interesting to observe that n-irreducible graphs for n>\ can be constructed easily as a consequence
of one of the principal results in [ l ] .
In order to conserve space the reader is referred to [3] for basic
definitions and background information.
The first result is a useful and simple theorem characterizing
w-irreducibility.
T H E O R E M . A graph G is n-ir reducible if and only if y{G)~n
7 (Go) = (n — 1) for any arc a in G.
PROOF.

(1)
(2)

and

If G is ^-irreducible, then, by definition,
7(G) ^ »,
Y(G«) g (» - 1).

Suppose M is an orientable 2-manifold of genus y(Ga). Then G0 can
be imbedded in M". By adding a suitably located "handle" to M one
can accommodate the arc a missing from G; in short, imbed G. The
new 2-manifold has genus one larger than M. This fact, together with
(1) and (2), implies
n ^ 7(G) S y(Ga) + 1 ^ n.
Consequently equality signs hold throughout, and
7(G) = n
y(Ga) = (n - 1).
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Conversely, y(G)=n implies that G cannot be imbedded in an
orientable 2-manifold of genus (w — 1), while y(Ga) = in — 1) implies
that Ga can. Hence G is ^-irreducible.
The main result of [l] referred to above is that if J31, • • • , Bn are
the blocks of G, then
(3)

7(G) = £

7(59.

1

It is now a simple matter to construct ^-irreducible graphs in many
ways. For example, suppose Bl, • • • , Bn are graphs each of which is a
copy of its or Kz,z. In each B\ select a vertex viy and identify
vu - - • , v». The graph G — Ui B i is connected and has blocks
B1, • • • , jBn. Since y(B{) = 1, i = l, • • • , » , an application of (3)
yields
7(G) = n.
On the other hand, if any arc a is removed from G, it is removed from
some B\ say Bl, which now becomes B\. Thus
Ga = Bla\J {) Bi
2

and the 2?'s above are the blocks of Ga. Since B1 is 1-irreducible,
y(Bl) = 0. Hence, a second use of (1) gives
Y(G«) = (n - 1).
The theorem now guarantees that G is ^-irreducible.
A question which suggests itself immediately is this: Are there nirreducible graphs which are not given by the above construction?
The answer is in the affirmative. The graphs, however, are by no
means easy to construct, nor are their properties transparent. Discourse on the matter is therefore postponed until a time when graphs
approaching the beauty of those due to Kuratowski may be discovered, and the accompanying exposition enhanced with some measure of elegance.
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